
“Distinction” Made World Premiere at Taipei Film Festival 
 
“Distinction”, the latest film directed by Jevons Au, one of the award-winner 
directors of “Trivisa”, had its world premiere on 29 June at the 20th Taipei Film 
Festival. The film portray how the teacher and students from very different 
background, through the participation in a school musical, change and inspire 
one another’s life. It looks at Hong Kong’s education system and depicts the 
intense pressure faced by students as well as the discrimination suffered by 
SEN school students. Director Jevons Au was in Taipei with cast members Jo 
Koo, Jennifer Yu and Kaki Sham to meet with audiences. Taipei audiences 
seemed to like the Hong Kong production a lot. They also expressed their 
empathy for the characters in the film. 
 
Director Jevons Au is delighted to see “Distinction” shortlisted for Taipei Film 
Festival. He thanked the Festival as well as each and every cast and crew of 
the film. Starring as a teacher in the film, Jo Koo said it was an honour and a 
pleasure for her to get to meet with audiences and filmmakers in Taipei 
alongside the world premiere of “Distinction” at Taipei Film Festival. Jennifer 
Yu, who plays the role of the student Zoey, considered the film’s world 
premiere at Taipei Film Festival especially meaningful as it allowed the 
positive message conveyed in the film to reach a larger audience. Yu was a 
little concerned that the Hong Kong education system and culture depicted in 
the film might not resonate with Taiwan audiences. But she also believed that 
people around the world share similar values and passion. She was pleased 
to know that the film is well-accepted in Taiwan and she wished to see the film 
being screened in different places and occasions to get more people reflect 
on the nowadays education as well as their personal values. 
 
The director invited Cecilia Yip to join the cast for the role Zoey’s mother for 
he sees very similar temperament in Yip and Yu, which makes them a very 
convincing mother-daughter duo. At the sharing session after the premiere, 
Yu commended Yip for her great acting skills and strong presence. She 
recalled that Yip got into the mood really fast at a scene where she had to cry. 
To Yu it was something very difficult for a new performer to achieve. She also 
recalled another scene where Zoey entered into a quarrel with her mother, in 
which Yip’s presence was so strong that she, as Zoey, eventually cried feeling 
“That’s enough. Stop scolding”. 
 
Starring as a teacher, Jo Koo admitted that she was once a “tiger-mom” 
herself. As she had no idea how to parent a kid, she just followed the ways of 
others. The fact that her daughter, at the age of 4, asked her how to write the 
word for “rope” in Chinese made her wonder why a 4-year-old kid had to learn 
to write such a difficult Chinese word. She then figured out that letting her 
children live and grow healthily and happily is the most important task for a 
parent, and she only aim for the same for her two daughters now. 
 
Speaking of Kaki Sham, leading actor of the film, Jevons joked saying he 
chose Sham to lead so that audience would not misplace their focus on the 
love storyline. Sham starred in the film as a rebellious teenager. He also 
admitted that he was very much like his character in the film when he was in 



school back in the days. The boy who plays the role of his younger brother in 
the film is a SEN student in reality. Sham spent a lot of time with him for the 
film and found him very sincere to others therefore they are still keeping in 
touch. 
 
After the world premiere in Taipei, “Distinction” will be screened as the 
opening film for the 2nd Hong Kong Kids International Film Festival (KIFF). It is 
set for official release in Hong Kong on 11 October 2018. 
 


